New Acquisitions for July 2021

KJE6044 .C38 2019
Title: Caught in between borders : citizens, migrants and humans : liber amicorum in honour of prof. dr. Elspeth Guild / Paul Minderhoud, Sandra Mantu & Karin Zwaan (eds).
Subject: Emigration and immigration law – European Union countries.
Subject: Asylum, Right of – European Union countries.
Subject: Citizenship – European Union countries.

KF9680 .S54 2019
Title: The jury crisis : what's wrong with jury trials and how we can save them / Drury R. Sherrod.
Subject: Jury – United States.
Subject: Jury.

K3601 .W66 2020
Title: Women's health and the limits of law : domestic and international perspectives / edited by Ireohbhude O. Iyioha.
Subject: Women – Legal status, laws, etc.
Subject: Women – Health and hygiene.
Subject: Women’s health services.

KF250 .C528 2019
Title: Scholarly writing : ideas, examples, and execution / by Jessica Lynn Wherry and Kristen E. Murray.
Subject: Academic writing.
Subject: Legal composition.

K230 .B57 J87 2019
Title: Jurisprudence : theory and context / Brian H. Bix.
Subject: Jurisprudence.
Subject: Law – Philosophy.
Location: Short term loan
**K1770.C63 2020**  
**Title:** International workplace sexual harassment laws and developments for the multinational employer / Ellen Pinkos Cobb.  
**Subject:** Sex discrimination in employment – Law and legislation.  
**Subject:** Sexual harassment – Law and legislation.  
**Subject:** Sexual harassment

**KJE5132.H86 2020**  
**Title:** Human rights law and evidence-based policy : the impact of the EU Fundamental Rights Agency / edited by Rosemary Byrne and Han Entzinger.  
**Subject:** Fundamental Rights Agency (European Union)  
**Subject:** Human rights monitoring – European Union countries.  
**Subject:** Human rights – European Union countries.  
**Series:** Routledge research in human rights law.

**K1519.D78 V36 2019**  
**Title:** Patent games in the global south : pharmaceutical patent law making in Brazil, India and Nigeria / Amaka Vanni.  
**Subject:** Drugs – Brazil – Patents.  
**Subject:** Drugs – Nigeria – Patents.  
**Subject:** Drugs – India – Patents.  
**Series:** Studies in international trade and investment law; volume 21.

**K955.R83 2020**  
**Title:** Compensation for environmental damage under international law / Jason Rudall.  
**Subject:** Environmental law, International.  
**Subject:** Government liability damages.  
**Subject:** Internationales Umweltrecht.  
**Series:** Routledge research in international environmental law.

**JC596.2.C3 P85 2019**  
**Title:** Big data law in Canada / Chetan Phull.  
**Subject:** Privacy, Right of – Law and legislation – Canada.  
**Subject:** Data protection – Law and legislation – Canada.  
**Subject:** Big Data – Law and legislation – Canada.
Title: Uber – brave new service or unfair competition: legal analysis of the nature of Uber services / Jasenko Marin, Siniša Petrović, Mišo Mudrić, Hrvoje Lisičar, editors.
Publication info: Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2020
Subject: Uber (Firm).
Subject: Ridesharing – Law and legislation.
Subject: Uber Firma.